
18:01:18  From  Lynn McDonnell : How was Australia?  Are you back already? 

18:09:25  From  tammygilden : I was under the impression that it was called ‘annimated 

magnetism’? 

18:12:24  From  tammygilden : It is difficult to get more than an abstract if not a doctor or 

member of reddit. 

18:14:11  From  tammygilden : I could definitely use that knowledge 

18:14:34  From  Lynn McDonnell : Did you do any for free? Like a beta teste 

18:14:37  From  Lynn McDonnell : test? 

18:14:39  From  Lige Rose : I just found this on his site. I believe this is it. Takes you right to the 

pdf. https://subliminalscience.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/101-citations-page-numbers-nongard-

medical-hypnosis.pdf 

18:23:11  From  tammygilden : i got mine  from Abe Books 

18:29:14  From  Marilyn Kopasz : Richard, can you provide other recommended readings?  You 

mentioned a Yapko book at the last meeting. 

18:31:54  From  Byron Paul : Some even say that trance isn't necessary :) 

18:32:39  From  Vincent Blow : True Byron. When I use NLP with people, changes are made 

without any induction at all. 

18:36:00  From  Lige Rose : I am really appreciating hearing this. 

18:41:07  From  Lynn McDonnell : Can we also talk about using zoom or online inductions 

18:41:19  From  Vincent Blow : Good suggestion Lynn 

18:46:20  From  Joseph Onesta : My max is 4, sometimes 5 but the most is generally 4 

18:47:28  From  Thomas Mulryne : Joseph I hope you get a chance to tell us what marketing 

strategies worked out best for you. Do you have a niche? 

18:48:58  From  Joseph Onesta : I have no niche but I do seem to attract really difficult client.  I'll 

happily chat about marketing strategies. I'm sure we'll get to that at some point in the course. 

18:49:09  From  Thomas Mulryne : I suppose it is important to always ask permission before 

touching a client. 

18:49:29  From  Joseph Onesta : I never touch my clients either. 

18:50:09  From  Thomas Mulryne : Thanks for responding Joseph. I look forward to hearing more 

from you. 

18:50:39  From  Marilyn Kopasz : I always ask the person if it’s okay to do specific touching (from 

shoulder to hand).  I never linger it’s up, quick shake and drop. 

18:52:45  From  tammygilden : Michael Ellner used to ask if he could ‘respectfully’ touch them. 



18:53:01  From  Thomas Mulryne : I am currently on the path to becoming a certified Havening 

Practitioner, which is all about touch. It is a wondwrful protocol which lends itself to using with hypnosis 

and NLP. For me it is almost impossible NOT to use HYP/NLP while doing a Havening session.  

18:53:21  From  Joseph Onesta : My informed consent form does ask permission but I don't 

generally don't need to do so. 

18:54:04  From  Vincent Blow : All of my work is online, so touch is not an option for me 

18:54:26  From  tammygilden : I would love 

18:54:45  From  tammygilden : All my work to be ONLINe… so cool nice Vincent! 

18:55:56  From  Marilyn Kopasz : Related:  upon the end of a session and the client is so happy 

with the results, does anyone hug them?  I am not comfortable with that but when you have a person 

coming at you with open arms.. 

18:58:16  From  Joseph Onesta : Hugging is really iffy.  I generally don't but have occasionally had 

clients ask if they could hug me and I just used my judgement.  I'd never agree if I thought there was 

transference but that is rare. 

19:00:01  From  Lynn McDonnell : So you never get any! 

19:00:49  From  tammygilden : I didn’t answer the question about what I got out of the book.  I 

loved the comment at the end of Chap. 1.  That a kind word can be as effective as hypnosis 

19:01:44  From  Hilary Jacobson : I like receiving the touch to the forehead and pushing down the 

shoulders 

19:05:12  From  Marilyn Kopasz : I plan to do most sessions in person.  I want to use headphones 

and I think you (Richard) use headphones.  In a future meeting, can you address that set up (I’m not so 

great with technology). 

19:05:53  From  tammygilden : correction Kind word.. effective as all forms of therapy… Since 

sometimes what a person needs is caring and consideration. 

19:06:43  From  Marilyn Kopasz : Tammy, I agree. Many people need to feel they matter and their 

issue/concern is ‘worthy’ 

19:06:56  From  Richard Nongard : 

https://player.vimeo.com/external/250307372.sd.mp4?s=920391bbf09f11bb891b1533c01352da80dae

924&profile_id=164 

19:13:44  From  tammygilden : what about someone who is very analytical or is a mathematician 

and numbers are always important? 

19:14:49  From  tammygilden : so because you are saying that numbers are ‘ not important’ and 

then forgettable.. because they aren’t being mentioned in this case… 

19:15:26  From  Lige Rose : Without the video we just suggest them to count down from 100, and 

possible count some out loud to start out with? 



19:17:53  From  Lynn McDonnell : Dyslexia - then again can we hypnotize them to help dismiess 

the dyslexia? 

19:21:58  From  Lige Rose : Is that how you call Jason to come over? 

19:22:11  From  Hilary Jacobson : Sounds like Alexa is good at technology 

19:23:09  From  Hilary Jacobson : For another time - how do we translate the psychologist’s use of 

the word "mood" into hypnolanguage 


